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A  L e t t e r  f r o m  T h e  P r e s i d e n t  o f  C D V C A

The field of community development venture capital (CDVC) has generated a great deal of excite-
ment recently as investors, public policy makers and those active in community development have
recognized its potential for revitalizing the economies of urban and rural communities in the U.S.
and around the world.  As the name implies, community development venture capital combines
the tools of traditional venture capital — equity investment and entrepreneurial assistance — with
the goals of community development, to stimulate the creation of new businesses, high-quality
jobs and healthier communities.

As president of the Community Development Venture Capital Alliance (CDVCA), the association
of CDVC funds, I have witnessed first hand the burgeoning interest in this promising field.  From
a handful of funds in existence just five years ago, the industry has expanded so that this study
includes more than 50 providers of CDVC.  And more have formed or have begun formation
since the research was completed.  This rapid pace of growth will only accelerate as the federal
government provides recognition and substantial financial support to the industry through the
New Markets Venture Capital Program, and the Renewal Communities and New Markets Tax
Credit Programs.

Why this extraordinary increase in interest in community development venture capital?  First, the
need is apparent.  The unprecedented economic expansion from which many of us have benefited
has left behind significant portions of the nation, as well as countries with developing economies
and economies in transition around the world.  At the same time, traditional venture capital has
proven to be a powerful engine of job and wealth creation for select portions of our economy.
CDVC is an attempt to apply this engine in new and powerful ways to create jobs and economic
opportunity in neighborhoods and parts of the world that have been left behind.  It uses 
disciplined business and financing practices that are new to efforts at poverty alleviation.  
It helps create local, fast-growing businesses that are necessary for healthy communities.  As 
globalization of capital markets inevitably increases — creating tremendous wealth but also 
terrible human costs — CDVC represents a noble experiment in rooting small amounts of capital
to community.  

With this rapid expansion in interest and activity has come increasing demand for information
about the industry.  To that end, I am very pleased to present the following report, Community
Development Venture Capital:  A Report on the Industry.  The report, written by Julia Sass Rubin, a
Ph.D. Candidate at Harvard University, is the first substantial analysis of the CDVC industry.  It
will provide an extremely valuable tool for practitioners of CDVC, investors, and others interested
in the industry.  We owe Julia a tremendous debt for her three years of detailed, in-person inter-
views and research.  

For CDVCA, this report is the first of many research publications we plan to publish in the years
to come, as we fulfill our role as a national resource for information and research on the CDVC
field.  We plan to build on this research by updating the figures contained here, tracking new
developments and trends and exploring questions that are not fully examined in this report.  In
particular, we hope to provide ongoing analyses of the financial and social impacts of CDVC funds
as the field comes of age and that information becomes more readily available.

We hope you find this report useful and, as always, welcome your comments.

Sincerely yours,
Kerwin Tesdell
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Community development venture capital funds make equity investments in

businesses for the purposes of creating jobs for low-income people and

strengthening the local economies of distressed regions. Working in urban

and rural areas of the United States and around the world, CDVC funds

provide patient risk capital and entrepreneurial assistance to small busi-

nesses that, because of their size, geographic location, or industry focus,

are typically overlooked by traditional venture capital investors. 

Although the community development venture capital industry dates back

to the 1970s, the CDVC field is still relatively new and largely unknown.

The industry experienced a surge in growth during the 1990s, and today

there are more than 50 CDVC providers actively investing, or in formation,

in the US. But to date, very little information has been collected on the

industry as a whole. 

This report provides a comprehensive look at the CDVC industry, including

a detailed analysis of its size, scope and geographic distribution. The

report, which is based on three years of research, also examines the size

and type of CDVC funds’ investments, their structures and operations, and

their financial and social performance to date. By providing an accurate

picture of the field, this report should serve as a useful baseline, allow-

ing for the continued tracking of industry data in the years to come.

The study focuses primarily on the United States CDVC industry. Outside

of the US, the study examines 11 funds in 9 countries. These funds com-

prise the international portion of the CDVCA membership, but there are

additional community development funds operating in other parts of the

world that are not members of CDVCA.

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y
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CDVC

providers
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investing, or
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tion, in the

US.
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Industry Description and
Capitalization 

CDVC Funds

◆ There are more than 50 CDVC

providers, actively investing or in

formation, across the United

States. Unless specified other-

wise, the detailed findings in this

report are based on 14 of these

funds, which focus primarily on

making equity and near-equity

investments.

◆ The industry also includes 19

funds that are at various stages

of fundraising, but as of

December 31,1999, had not yet

begun investing, and an additional

15 funds that make occasional

equity investments.

◆ In addition to these 48 funds,

several banks, such as Key Bank

and Fleet, have subsidiaries that

make CDVC investments.There

are also organizations—including

the Community Development

Venture Capital Alliance

(CDVCA), the trade association

of CDVC funds, and the Institute

for Civil Society, a Massachusetts

foundation—which co-invest

with CDVC funds.

Geographic Distribution

◆ Most domestic CDVC providers

are located along the east and

west coasts of the US, and in the

states of Minnesota and Ohio.At

present, there are 24 states with

no access to community devel-

opment venture capital, including

the majority of states located in

the Midwest, the mountain

region and the South.

◆ While traditional venture capital

is concentrated in high-technolo-

gy regions, such as Silicon Valley

and Route 128, CDVC invest-

ments are found primarily in

low- and moderate-income

areas, such as West Oakland,

California and Roxbury,

Massachusetts.

Industry Capitalization

◆ The domestic CDVC industry is

capitalized at approximately

$300 million.

◆ As of the end of the first quarter

of 2000, both mean and median

capitalization for domestic equi-

ty-focused funds was $9.6 mil-

lion.The average fund size is

increasing rapidly. Funds that

raised their capital during 1998

and 1999 had a mean capitaliza-

tion in excess of $14 million.

Sources of Capital

◆ The largest share of domestic

CDVC dollars, almost 34 per-

cent, has come from banks and

financial institutions. Foundations

(22 percent) and the federal gov-

ernment (19 percent) have also

been significant sources of

CDVC capital. Banks and 

financial institutions are 

playing an increasingly important

role in financing the CDVC

industry.This is apparent from

the fact that banks and financial

institutions provided 58% of the

capital for the newer equity-

focused funds—those that began

investing in 1998 and 1999.

Capital Structure

◆ Equity-focused CDVC funds are

capitalized primarily with capital

grants and equity investments,

which together account for

almost 80 percent of their capi-

tal. In fact, half of the equity-

focused funds are capitalized

entirely with equity. Only one of

these funds draws its capital 

primarily from debt.

◆ A total of 45 percent of all foun-

dation dollars invested in CDVC

funds are in the form of program

related investments (PRIs). PRIs

are the primary source of CDVC

debt, accounting for almost half

of all debt investments in equity-

focused CDVC funds.

Investments

Dollars Invested 

◆ As of the end of 1999, CDVC

funds had invested a total of

$104 million of equity and near-

equity in their portfolio compa-

nies.The dollars invested annual-

ly have been increasing rapidly as

new and larger CDVC funds

have begun investing.

The largest

share of CDVC

dollars, almost

34 percent, has

come from banks

and financial

institutions.

Domestic CDVC Industry: Key Findings 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Stage and Industry Focus

◆ Eighty-six percent of all CDVC

funds invest in companies at all

stages of development, from seed

to expansion.

◆ Although few CDVC funds limit

their investments to specific indus-

tries or sectors, the majority, par-

ticularly in rural areas, do target

manufacturing jobs. This is because

the quality of manufacturing jobs is

higher, in terms of wages and bene-

fits, than in other sectors.

Manufacturing also can be an

important path to opportunity for

workers with lower education and

skill levels.

◆ Fifty percent of all investments by

equity-focused CDVC funds,

through the end of 1999, were in

manufacturing companies.Twenty-

four percent were in service-relat-

ed businesses.

◆ Thirty-four percent of all CDVC

investments made by equity-

focused funds, through the end of

1999, have been in technology-

related companies.This is in sharp

contrast to private venture capital

funds, which made 91 per-cent of

their 1999 investments in technol-

ogy-related companies.

Co-Investments

◆ Thirty-two percent of all invest-

ments by equity-focused CDVC

funds included another equity

investor.Twelve percent of all

CDVC equity co-investments

were with traditional and develop-

mental venture capitalists.

An additional 7 percent were with 

angel investors.The remaining 13 

percent of the co-investments

were from government, founda-

tions, or nonprofit organizations.

Deal Structures

◆ More than half of all CDVC

investments made by equity-

focused funds were structured as

pure equity, either as common

stock (24 percent) or preferred

stock (24 percent) or, in a few

cases, as membership shares in a

limited liability company. Near-

equity made up another 25 per-

cent of all CDVC investments, and

debt that is convertible to equity

accounted for an additional 8 

percent of investments.

Deal Sizes

◆ Investments by equity-focused

CDVC providers have ranged in

size from $10,000 to approxi-

mately $1 million.The average

CDVC investment is approximate-

ly $185,000 per round and

$369,000 per company, significant-

ly smaller than the $13.7 million

average per round investment

made by a traditional venture 

capital fund.

Exits

◆ The primary form of exit for

CDVC providers has been

through sale to an external buyer,

accounting for 46 percent of the

successful exits to date.This is 

followed by management buy-

backs (36 percent), including the

repayment of near-equity invest-

ments. Fifteen percent of all suc-

cessful exits have consisted of

Initial Public Offerings (IPOs).

◆ Most CDVC funds are less than

five years old and have exited only

a small portion of their invest-

ments.

Fund Structure and Practice

CDVC Fund Structures

◆ CDVC funds utilize a multitude of

nonprofit and for-profit legal

structures. Of the 48 domestic

CDVC providers, 42 percent are

structured as nonprofits and 40

percent as for-profits.

◆ Sixty-three percent of the equity-

focused funds are structured as

for-profits, while only 26 percent

of the funds in formation have

chosen this legal form.The over-

whelming majority of CDVC funds

in formation are being organized

by existing nonprofit organiza-

tions. Utilizing a nonprofit legal

structure to make equity invest-

ments may enable these organiza-

tions to transition into equity

more gradually, without having to

create a new organizational form.

Some of them have plans to form

a for-profit fund eventually.

Social Screens

◆ Beyond geographic and job cre-

ation targeting, the CDVC indus-

try applies a wide range of social

screens to its portfolio companies.

These screens range in number

and type.The Kentucky Highlands

Investment Corporation, for

example, applies few additional

social screens to its investments,

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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beyond the goal of quality job 

creation for low-income individu-

als located in the Appalachian

Kentucky counties that KHIC

serves. On the other end of the

spectrum, Coastal Ventures

Limited Partnership 

utilizes a number of social

screens in identifying its 

portfolio companies, including a

requirement that companies 

provide workers with health

insurance and other benefits.

Technical Assistance

◆ Most CDVC funds provide inten-

sive technical assistance to their

portfolio companies, adding to

the cost of operations for the

funds.To offset the extra cost,

many CDVC providers are

adopting innovative approaches

to providing this assistance,

including the creation of non-

profit affiliates that can raise

grant revenue for such purposes,

or contracting with nonprofit

consulting firms that specialize in

providing entrepreneurial assis-

tance to small businesses.

Cost of Operations

◆ For the 1999 fiscal year, CDVC

funds had operating budgets

ranging from $85,000 to $1.8

million, with a $500,000 median

operating budget for a $10 mil-

lion fund. Staff salaries made up

approximately 80 percent of

most funds’ operating expenses.

◆ To cover their operating expens-

es, a number of CDVC funds

have adopted the traditional ven-

ture capital practice of charging

their investors an annual fee

based on a percentage of invest-

ed capital. CDVC annual fees are

typically three percent, while tra-

ditional venture capital funds

charge two to three percent.

Staff Composition and

Compensation

◆ CDVC fund managers are com-

pensated at a lower level than

their traditional counterparts. In

traditional venture capital funds,

management base salaries are 

in the hundreds of thousands of

dollars, and carried interest in a

successful fund will usually be in

the millions of dollars. Salaries

for senior CDVC fund managers

range from $50,000 to $350,000,

with a mean salary of $122,000

and a median salary of $95,000.

Social and Financial Performance

Financial Performance

◆ The relative youth of the CDVC

industry makes any evaluation of

the financial performance of

community development venture

capital providers premature.

Most CDVC funds are less than

five years old and have exited

only a small portion of their

investments.

Social Performance

◆ Three of the oldest equity-

focused funds together have cre-

ated more than 4,000 jobs, at an

average cost of less than $10,000

per job, compared to the $35,000

per job created by Small Business

Investment Companies (SBICs).

INTERNATIONAL CDVC INDUSTRY: KEY FINDINGS

◆ This report offers a description of the international funds that belong to CDVCA: the 10 members of the

Small Enterprise Assistance Funds (SEAF) and the Crocus Investment Fund of Winnipeg, Canada.

◆ By the end of 1999, the 10 members of SEAF had a total capitalization of approximately $81 million, of

which more than $36 million had been invested in 124 companies in the Baltics, Bulgaria, Bolivia, Peru,

Russia, Croatia, Poland and Macedonia.

◆ SEAF’s members were capitalized primarily by international development organizations, such as the US

Agency for International Development (USAID).

◆ The Crocus Investment Fund is a labor-sponsored investment fund that is located and invests in the

Canadian province of Manitoba.The fund has approximately $145 million in assets.

◆ From 1993 to 1999, Crocus invested more than $76 million in 48 companies.The fund’s investments ranged

in size from $200,000 to $8.5 million, with an average investment of $1.8 million and a median investment of

$990,000.
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The community development venture capital (CDVC) industry consists of

domestic and international organizations that use the tools of venture

capital to create jobs, entrepreneurial capacity and wealth that benefit

low-income people and distressed communities. CDVC providers make

investments in small businesses that produce a “double bottom line” of

financial returns and social benefits, in the form of livable wage jobs

and healthier communities.

Today, there are more than fifty CDVC providers, actively investing or in

formation, across the United States. There are also more than ten inter-

national CDVC providers, located in Canada, Eastern Europe, and Latin

America. This report constitutes the first comprehensive overview of this

growing industry. It is based on extensive interviews with each of the

domestic funds, as well as many of their funders and portfolio compa-

nies. The interviews and data collection took place over a three-year

period, between June 1997 and May 2000.1 While the study focused 

primarily on the United States CDVC industry, it also briefly reviewed

eleven international funds.

The report is organized as follows: Most of the report provides an

overview of domestic CDVC industry. The first section is a history of the

domestic industry. The second section describes the industry’s composi-

tion and capitalization. The third section reviews in detail the nature of

CDVC investments. The fourth section examines fund-level issues, such as

legal structures, boards of directors, investment committees and operat-

ing costs. The fifth section discusses the domestic industry’s financial

and social performance to date. The sixth section describes the eleven 

international CDVCA member funds.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

CDVC

providers

make 

investments

in small

businesses

that produce

a “double

bottom line”

of financial

returns and

social 

benefits.
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The community development ven-

ture capital industry dates back to

1972, when a community develop-

ment corporation (CDC) located in

London, Kentucky, began investing

capital in local businesses in

exchange for an equity stake in

these enterprises. In 1978, that

CDC, renamed Kentucky Highlands

Investment Corporation (KHIC),

formed a venture-specific sub-

sidiary, Mountain Ventures, to more

aggressively pursue equity invest-

ments.2

Kentucky Highlands felt that part of

its mission was to “spread the

word” about this new approach to

community economic development.3

It was so successful in this effort,

that articles about KHIC began

appearing in national periodicals,

including Forbes,The National Journal,

The Washington Post and The Wall

Street Journal.4

Kentucky Highlands was not the

only CDC to use equity and near-

equity investments for economic

devel-opment. Among others,

Impact Seven, Inc., of Wisconsin and

Northern Community Investment

Corporation of Vermont also exper-

imented with these approaches.

However, they did not set up sepa-

rate subsidiaries dedicated to equity

provision, preferring to make occa-

sional equity investments from their

general funds.

Coastal Enterprises, Inc., of Maine, a

CDC created in 1977, also pursued

an equity strategy. From 1980 to

1996, Coastal made periodic equity

investments from its loan fund. In

1996, feeling the need for a more

concentrated equity focus, Coastal

created Coastal Ventures, a limited

partnership subsidiary dedicated to

community development venture

capital investing.

At approximately the same time

that Kentucky Highlands was exper-

imenting with equity investments in

private enterprises, a number of

states were exploring the creation

of developmental venture capital

funds.The first state to adopt such a

double-bottom line approach was

Massachusetts, which in 1975 signed

into law the Community

Development Finance

Corporation(CDFC).5 One of the

other states that ultimately adopted

this model was Minnesota, which in

1991 set up the Minnesota

Technology Equity Fund, to increase

economic develop-ment efforts

throughout the state. In 1998, the

fund was spun off into a private

nonprofit and renamed the

Minnesota Investment Network

Corporation (MIN-Corp).

In 1989, Northeast Ventures was

launched in Duluth, Minnesota at

the initiative of community leaders.

It was the first fund established as a

stand-alone entity, not sponsored by

government or an existing commu-

nity development corporation.The

fund looked to local and national

foundations for part of its capitaliza-

tion, and was able to convince both

the Ford and the John D. and

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundations

to make their first investments in a

CDVC fund.

In 1978, KHIC

formed a 

venture-specific

CDVC subsidiary

to aggressively 

pursue equity 

investments.

I .  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  I N D U S T R Y
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Community Development Loan

Funds (CDLFs) have also 

contributed to the evolution of the

CDVC industry. Several of the 

current CDVCs, including Boston

Community Ventures and DVCRF

Ventures, are affiliated with commu-

nity development loan funds.

Other CDLFs, such as the Cascadia

Revolving Fund of Seattle, have cho-

sen not to offer pure equity.

Instead, these funds expanded their

existing lending operations into the

provision of near-equity — subordi-

nated debt with warrants, royalties

or participation agreements.These

CDLFs provide near-equity via a

dedicated subsidiary, or as an alter-

native product, by their existing

loan funds.

Individuals from the traditional 

venture capital industry have also

been instrumental in forming 

com-munity development venture

capital funds. Both Silicon Valley

Community Ventures of California

and the Sustainable Jobs Fund of

North Carolina and Pennsylvania,

were formed at the instigation of

traditional venture capitalists.

In 1992, a few CDVC funds met for

the first time to share experiences

and best practices.This group began

to meet on a regular basis and grew

into the Community Development

Venture Capital Alliance (CDVCA).

CDVCA was incorporated in 1995

and hired its first full-time staff

member in 1998.

In 1992, a few

CDVC funds met

for the first

time to share

experiences and

best practices.

This group began

to meet on a reg-

ular basis and

grew into the

Community

Development

Venture Capital

Alliance

(CDVCA). 
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E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

II. INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION AND CAPITALIZATION

States and territories served by Domestic CDVC Providers
(includes funds in formation)
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CDVC Funds

There are more than 50 CDVC

providers, actively investing or in

formation, across the United States.

Unless specified otherwise, the

detailed findings in this report are

based on 14 of these funds, which

focus primarily on making equity

and near-equity investments.The

industry also includes 19 funds that

are at various stages of fundraising,

but had not yet begun investing as

of December 31, 1999, and an addi-

tional 15 funds that make occasional

equity investments. In addition to

these 48 funds, several banks, such

as Key Bank and Fleet, have sub-

sidiaries that make CDVC invest-

ments.There are also organizations

— such as the Community

Development Venture Capital

Alliance (CDVCA), the trade associ-

ation of CDVC funds, and the

Institute for Civil Society, a

Massachusetts foundation — which

co-invest with CDVC funds.

Geographic Distribution

Most domestic CDVC providers

are located along the east and west

coasts of the United States, and in

the states of Minnesota and Ohio.
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At present, there are 24 states with

no access to community develop-

ment venture capital, including the

majority of the states located in the

Midwest, the mountain region and

the South. Unlike the traditional

venture capital industry, however,

which consciously chooses to invest

the majority of its resources in the

technology corridors of California

and Massachusetts, the absence of

CDVC capital in so many states is

primarily the result of the relative

youth of the industry.

Even in states such as California and

Massachusetts, which have access to

both traditional and community

development venture capital, the

geographic distribution of the

investments is very different.

Traditional venture capital is con-

centrated in high-technology

regions, such as Silicon Valley and

Route 128. Conversely, CDVC

investments are found primarily in

low- and moderate-income areas,

such as West Oakland, California

and Roxbury, Massachusetts.

INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION AND CAPITALIZATION

Capitalization of CDVC Industry

Other 
CDVC Funds

$136M

Funds In 
Formation

$44M

Equity-Focused Funds
$120M

Industry Capitalization

The domestic CDVC industry is capitalized at approximately $300 mil-

lion.The 14 funds that focus primarily on making equity investments

account for $120 million (40%) of this total, and the 19 funds in formation

make up an additional $44 million (15%). Approximately $136 million

(45%) consists of capital that is likely to be used for equity investments by

funds that invest in equity only occasionally,7 by bank community develop-

ment corporations, and by various co-investment funds.As of the end of

the first quarter of 2000, both the mean and median capitalization for

domestic equity-focused funds was $9.6 million. However, the average fund

size is increasing rapidly. Funds that raised their capital during 1998 and

1999 had a mean capitalization in excess of $14 million.

CDVC investments

are found 

primarily in 

low- and 

moderate-income

areas, such as

West Oakland,

California and

Roxbury,

Massachusetts. 
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Sources of Capital
(equity-focused funds)

Individuals
6.1%

Other 2.9% Corporations & Partnerships 1.1%

Utilities 0.9%

Banks & 
Financial 
Institutions
33.7%

Foundations 
& Family Trusts

21.9%

Federal 
Govenment
8.9%

State & Local 
Government
14.5%

Capital Structure

Equity focused CDVC funds are

capitalized primarily with capital

grants and equity investments,

which together account for almost

80 percent of all their capital. In

fact, half of the equity-focused funds

are capitalized entirely with equity.

Only one equity-focused fund draws

its capital primarily from debt.

A total of 45 percent of all founda-

tion dollars invested in CDVC funds

are in the form of program-related

investments (PRIs). PRIs are the 

primary source of CDVC debt,

accounting for almost half of all the

debt invested in equity-focused

funds.

Banks and financial institutions are also significant sources of debt, representing 48 percent of all the debt dollars

invested in equity-focused CDVCs. However, banks and financial institutions provide more equity than debt. Equity

investments constitute 73 percent of the total funds invested by banks and financial institutions.

Sources of Capital

By far the largest share of domestic CDVC dol-

lars, almost 34 percent, has come from banks and

financial institutions, which are playing an increas-

ingly important role in financing the CDVC industry. Banks

and financial institutions provided 58 percent of the capital

for the newer equity-focused funds—those that began invest-

ing in 1998 and 1999.This reflects the greater overall aware-

ness of the CDVC industry, and the increasingly favorable

view that bank regulators have of CDVC investments as a

way of meeting a bank’s Community Reinvestment Act obliga-

tions. Foundations and the federal government also provide

substantial amounts of CDVC capital, accounting for 22 and 9

percent, respectively, of all equity-focused fund assets.

INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION AND CAPITALIZATION
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Stage and Industry Focus

A majority of all CDVC funds (86 percent), invest in

companies at all stages of development, from seed to

expansion stage.This strategy enables CDVC funds to

consider the largest possible number of high-quality

investments within their geographic regions.

CDVC funds that serve larger geographic regions are

able to apply sectoral screens to their investments. For

example, the Sustainable Jobs Fund (SJF) invests, in

part, in businesses in the recycling, manufacturing and

environmental industries. SJF focuses on the eastern

United States, an area large enough to allow SJF to

apply its sectoral screens and still identify 

sufficient high-quality deal flow.

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

I I I .  I N V E S T M E N T S

Eighty-six

percent

of all CDVC

Providers

invest in 

companies 

at all 

stages of 

development.
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Dollars Invested

As of the end of 1999, CDVC funds had invested a

total of $104 million of equity and near-equity in their

portfolio companies.The 14 equity-focused funds

accounted for 86 percent of this total.The dollars

invested annually have been increasing as new and

larger CDVC funds have begun investing.

Manufacturing
50%

Service
24%

Software
8%

Other
2%

Publishing 2%
Agriculture 2%Wholesale 2%

Retail 3%

Research 
& Design

7%

Industry Investments to Date
(equity-focused funds)
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I N V E S T M E N T S

Equity Co-investments to date
(equity-focused funds)

No 
Co-Investors
68%

Angels
7%

Venture 
Capitalists

12%

Other
13%

Co-Investments

Thirty-two percent of the investments made by equity-focused

CDVC providers include another equity co-investor.Twelve per-

cent of all CDVC equity co-investments were made by traditional

and developmental venture capitalists. Angel investors made an

additional 7 percent of all equity co-investments.The remaining 13

percent came from government, foundations or community organi-

zations.

Many CDVC deals also include debt co-investments. In fact, by

increasing a company’s level of equity, CDVC providers enable it to

obtain additional debt.

Although few CDVC providers have a specific sectoral investment strate-

gy, the majority of them do target companies that will create manufactur-

ing jobs.They do so because the quality of manufacturing jobs is high, in

terms of both wages and benefits. Manufacturing also allows for lower

education and skill levels, making such jobs an important path to econom-

ic opportunity.8 Fifty percent of all investments made by equity-focused

funds through the end of 1999 were in manufacturing companies. Only 24

percent of the investments were in service-related businesses, the fastest

growing segment of the U.S. economy, but one that tends to provide

lower pay and fewer benefits to its workers.

Thirty-four percent of all investments made by equity-focused CDVC

providers have been in technology-related companies.This is in sharp

contrast with private venture capital funds, which made 91 percent of

their 1999 investments in technology-related companies.9 While technolo-

gy investments have demonstrated the rapid growth rates and profitable

exits that make them more likely to yield large payouts for the venture

funds, many of the jobs they create require advanced degrees and are not

available to lower-skilled individuals.Technology investments are also con-

centrated in specific regions, such as Silicon Valley, California and Route

128 in Massachusetts, leaving out the majority of low- and moderate-

income communities that CDVC providers serve.

Fifty percent 

of all invest-

ments made by 

equity-focused

funds through

the end of 

1999 were 

in manufacturing 

companies. 
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Deal Structures

Half of the investments made by the equity-focused

funds through December 31, 1999, were structured

as pure equity.This consisted of either common

stock (24 percent), preferred stock (24 percent), or,

in a few cases, membership shares in a limited 

liability company (2 percent). Near-equity — debt

with equity features, such as warrants, royalties or

participation agreements — made up another 17

percent of investments. Debt that is convertible to

equity accounted for an additional 8 percent.The

remaining 25 percent of investments were in the

form of straight debt, often provided in combination

with equity or near-equity financing.

Deal Sizes 

CDVC investments range in size from $10,000 to

more than $1 million, per company.The average

CDVC investment is $184,610 per round and

$369,220 per company.10

These figures are significantly smaller than the tradi-

tional venture capital industry’s $13.7 million aver-

age per round investment.11 They are also smaller

than the investments made by Small Business

Investment Companies (SBICs). During fiscal year

2000, average per round investments were 

approximately $904,000 for participating security

SBICs and $433,000 for debenture SBICs.12

I N V E S T M E N T S
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Investment Exits

Given the youth of the CDVC

industry, any analysis of exits is

based on limited information, and is

weighted towards the older funds.

As of June 2000, the 14 equity-

focused funds had successfully exit-

ed from 33 of the 182 investments

that, they had made through

December 31, 1999.

The primary form of exit for

CDVC providers has been through

sale to an external buyer, which

accounted for almost half of the

successful exits to date.The second

most frequent form of exit has

been management buyback, includ-

ing the repayment of near-equity

investments. Approximately half of

the equity buybacks were negotiat-

ed into the original contracts via a

put, which stipulated when and

under what terms the stock would

be repurchased by the company’s

owners.

Both external sales and manage-

ment buybacks are delicate under-

takings for CDVCs providers.When

an outside company acquires a

CDVC portfolio company, the port-

folio company may be moved to

another location or closed down

entirely. On the other hand, new

owners may also bring additional

capital and expansion opportunities.

Management buybacks usually

ensure that a portfolio company

will not relocate, but they may be

less profitable than other forms of

exit. Because most CDVC invest-

ments are in early stage companies,

it can take as long as seven to ten

years for these companies to have

the cash flow needed to buy out

their investors.The long holding

period limits a CDVC provider’s liq-

uidity and cuts into an investment’s

internal rate of return.

Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) are

generally the most lucrative means

of exit for venture capitalists. But

IPOs are still relatively rare for

CDVC portfolio companies.To

date, there have been five IPOs,

including two whose stocks are still

being held by their CDVC investors

because of the stocks’ low trading

prices. As with the vast majority of

recent initial public offerings, all five

of the companies are in technology-

related industries.

Only 34 percent of all equity-

focused CDVC investments are in

the technology sector, versus more

than 91 percent of traditional 

venture capital investments.13

Additionally, only a few CDVC port-

folio companies can demonstrate

the significant growth potential that

IPOs require.As a result, IPOs are

unlikely to become the primary exit

option for CDVC funds.

From the standpoint of social

returns, employee stock ownership

plans (ESOPs) appear to be the

ideal exit option for CDVC-funded

companies: they empower workers

while insuring that the company

stays local. In practice, however,

ESOPs can be costly to implement

in the smaller companies in which

most CDVC providers invest. As a

result, as of May 2000, there had

been only one exit from a CDVC

portfolio company via an employee

stock ownership plan.

To date, 16 CDVC portfolio compa-

nies have gone bankrupt. Seven

additional CDVC investments have

resulted in a partial or complete

write-off of the equity portion of

the investment.

The primary

form of exit for

CDVC Providers

has been

through sale 

to an external

buyer, which

accounts for

almost half 

of the 

successful 

exits to date. 

Management
Buyback

36%

External
Sale
46%

IPO
15%

ESOP 3%

Successful CDVC Exits, to date
(equity-focused funds)

I N V E S T M E N T S
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CDVC Fund Structures

Unlike traditional venture capital funds, which are for-profit and

usually structured as either limited liability companies or limited

partnerships, community development venture capital funds utilize

a multitude of both for-profit and nonprofit legal structures. The

48 domestic CDVC funds are split evenly between nonprofit and

for-profit legal forms. Nonprofits make up 42 percent of all

domestic funds and for-profits account for an additional 41percent.

Quasi-public funds account for 2 percent of the total. Fifteen per-

cent of the domestic funds, all of which are still in formation, have

yet to decide on their ultimate legal structure.

The majority (85 percent) of the nonprofit funds are structured as

501(c)(3)s.The for-profit funds are more evenly divided by legal

form, with limited liability companies accounting for 42 percent of

all for-profit funds, limited partnerships making up 26 percent, and other corporate forms (C and S 

corporations) totaling 32 percent.

The C and S corporation structures are used primarily for subsidiaries of existing organizations. The advan-

tage of these forms, unlimited life span, can also make it more difficult for C and S corporations to attract

investments. While it  can be easier to raise capital for a CDVC with  a limited life span, these structures

force the general partners to fundraise for a new fund every five to ten years.

It is very common for a for-profit domestic CDVC fund to be affiliated with a nonprofit organization, which

enables it to fundraise, helps it provide more extensive support to its portfolio companies, and supports

other charitable activities. Half of the equity-focused funds have utilized this “hybrid” approach.

There are different patterns between existing equity-focused funds and those funds currently in formation.

While 63 percent of the existing funds are structured as for-profits, only 26 percent of the funds in formation

have chosen this legal form.The overwhelming majority of the funds in formation are being organized by

existing nonprofit organizations. Utilizing a nonprofit legal structure to make their CDVC investments may

enable these organizations to move into this type of investing more gradually, without having to create a new

organizational form.

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

IV. FUND STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE
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Some of these nonprofit organiza-

tions plan to transition to a 

for-profit or hybrid structure, once

they have more experience with

community development venture

capital investing. The Alternatives

Federal Credit Union of Ithaca,

New York is an example of this

strategy. Alternatives is currently

raising capital for a CDVC program

that will operate from within the

nonprofit credit union.This is

designed to help Alternatives build a

CDVC “demonstration portfolio.”

However,Alternatives also intends

to create a for-profit limited part-

nership subsidiary, which will man-

age its future CDVC investment

activities.14

Social Screens

Social screens are inherent in the

idea of community development

venture capital, since CDVC

providers focus on serving low-

income populations and distressed

communities. Beyond geographic

targeting and job creation objec-

tives, however, the CDVC industry

is very diverse in the type and num-

ber of social screens that individual

funds apply to their investments.

This diversity reflects the fact that

social screens can restrict deal flow

and thus may be difficult to utilize

in many of the regions in which

CDVC providers operate. For

example, the Kentucky Highlands

Investment Corporation (KHIC)

looks for investments that create

jobs for low- and moderate-income

individuals in its nine-county

Appalachian area.The fund does lit-

tle additional social screening, since

KHIC’s deal flow is very limited and

the fund is concerned that the

application of extensive additional

social screens might leave it with

few viable investment options.

KHIC also believes that, in regions

with very high unemployment and a

large unskilled population, any job

creation is beneficial.

Unlike KHIC, Coastal Ventures, LP

(CVLP) utilizes a number of screens in

identifying its portfolio companies.

CVLP is located in Portland, Maine

and can invest anywhere in the

state, as well as in neighboring

states. Maine attracts many entre-

preneurs, who move to the state

for lifestyle reasons. CVLP’s larger

geographic area and higher quality

deal flow enable it to impose addi-

tional social screens on its invest-

ments.

For example, CVLP requires its

portfolio companies to make best

efforts to hire specific populations

of workers and to provide them

with health care and other benefits.

CVLP is also able to give preference

to companies with environmentally

friendly practices and socially pro-

gressive managers.

Many CDVC providers give prefer-

ence to companies owned by

women or ethnic minorities. A 

subset of the traditional venture

capital industry also focuses on

these populations, but does not

screen its investments for their

positive impact on low- and moder-

ate-income populations.There are

traditional venture capital funds,

however, that combine a focus on

women- and minority-owned 

businesses with a limited geographic

target area. By doing so, they

restrict their deal flow and may

encounter many of the challenges

faced by CDVC funds. Several of

these funds, including the Milestone

Growth Fund of Minneapolis,

Minnesota and the African-

American Venture Capital Fund of

Louisville, Kentucky, identify closely

with the community development

venture capital industry, even

though their own primary focus is

not on low- and moderate-income

populations.

Technical Assistance

One of the unique aspects of com-

munity development venture capital

is the intensive technical assistance

that most CDVC funds provide to

their portfolio companies. Because

the majority of CDVC funds are

geographically restricted, they are

faced with a limited number of

potential investment opportunities.

This restricted deal flow may

require the funds to invest in 

companies with limited manage-

ment experience.

Many CDVC

funds give 

preference to 

companies owned

by women or 

ethnic 

minorities.

FUND STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE
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As a result, the funds must find

ways to bring in outside expertise,

in order to increase the companies’

level of knowledge and market

readiness. Outside consultants can

be expensive for young companies,

so most CDVC providers use their

own staff to provide that expertise.

However, the extra time that staff

invests in each deal increases the

cost of operations for the funds and

reduces the time that fund staff

have available for additional invest-

ments.

The high costs associated with pro-

viding technical assistance to their

portfolio companies has led some

CDVC funds to experiment with

alternative ways of paying for such

services. One innovative approach

was piloted by Silicon Valley

Community Ventures (SVCV), a

two-year-old CDVC fund focusing

on Northern California’s Bay Area.

SVCV created a Business Advisory

Program, which recruits experi-

enced business professionals to

provide expertise to entrepreneurs

on an ongoing, volunteer basis.

SVCV only invests in companies

that have gone through the Business

Advisory Program, saving SVCV

staff the time and resources needed

to prepare potential portfolio com-

panies for investment.

Another means of offsetting the

cost of technical assistance is via a

nonprofit affiliate that can raise

grant revenues specifically for that

purpose.The Sustainable Jobs Fund

(SJF) has utilized this approach. SJF

has partnered with the National

Recycling Coalition (NCR), a 20-

year-old nonprofit trade associ-

ation that has been able to raise

grants to help pay for some of SJF’s

ongoing technical assistance costs.

The Enterprise Corporation of the

Delta (ECD), which serves the

Delta regions of Mississippi,

Arkansas and Louisiana, has reduced

the cost of technical assistance by

relying on the services of

alt.Consulting, a nonprofit consult-

ing firm that specializes in serving

smaller and less experienced busi-

nesses. Unlike for-profit consulting

firms, alt.Consulting has been able

to raise grants to offset some of its

cost of operations.

FUND STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE
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Boards of Directors

At seventeen percent of all board seats, bankers comprise the largest

group of board members for the equity-focused CDVC funds.This reflects

the significant portion of CDVC capital that comes from banks and finan-

cial institutions, as well as bankers’ financial expertise and resulting desir-

ability as board members.The overall percentage of bankers is also inflated

by one CDVC fund, whose board accounts for almost 48 percent of all

bankers. Representatives of community organizations (14 percent), entrepre-

neurs (13 percent) and government employees (11 percent) all account for a

significant number of CDVC board seats.There is also a strong presence by

venture capitalists (8 percent), lawyers (7 percent), corporate executives (7

percent), consultants (6 percent) and educators (6 percent). CDVC fund staff

hold 4 percent of all board seats, and members of their parent organizations

hold an additional 3 percent.The remainder is made up of groups that

account for less than 1 percent of the total, including foundation officers and

real estate executives.Thirty-one percent of all CDVC board members are

women.
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Investment Committees 

Bankers make up the largest portion

of equity-focused CDVC providers’

investment committee positions (22

percent).As with CDVC boards, one

CDVC fund accounts for one third

of all of these bankers.Venture capi-

talists play a much more significant

role on CDVC investment commit-

tees (15 percent), than they do on

CDVC boards of directors (8 per-

cent). Conversely, community organi-

zations, which have a major role in

setting CDVC board direction, play a

smaller role on investment commit-

tees, accounting for only 10 percent

of all seats.

At 13 percent, entrepreneurs

are a significant presence on

both CDVC boards and

investment committees.The

remaining 7 percent of

investment committee seats

is filled by groups that each

account for less than 1 per-

cent of the total, including

foundation officers and mem-

bers of accounting firms.Two

CDVC funds do not have a

separate investment commit-

tee. Instead, their entire

board of directors makes

investment decisons.

FUND STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE

Cost of Operations

For fiscal year 1999, CDVC funds had operating budgets ranging from $85,000 to $1.8 million, with a $500,000

median operating budget for a $10 million fund. Staff salaries made up approximately 80 percent of funds’ operat-

ing expenses.

Traditional venture capital funds cover their operating expenses by charging their investors an annual fee, based

on a percentage of invested capital.This fee is usually between 2 and 3 percent of the total committed capital. A

number of CDVC funds have adopted this practice because it is familiar to banks and financial institutions, which

invest in both traditional and community development venture capital funds.These CDVC funds charge their

investors an annual fee of approximately 3 percent of total capital. However, this fee rarely covers a CDVC fund’s

true cost of operations.

There are several reasons why management fees do not fully cover operating expenses for most CDVC funds.

First, all venture funds must cover the fixed costs of staff and facilities. Because CDVC funds are significantly

smaller in capitalization than traditional venture capital funds, 3 percent of their total capitalization is usually not

enough to cover these fixed costs.The average equity-focused CDVC fund was capitalized at $8.5 million as of

May 2000, substantially less than the $217 million average size for a traditional venture capital fund.15

CDVC funds also have higher operating costs than traditional venture capital funds because of the much smaller

sizes of their investments, and the need to provide extensive technical assistance to many of their portfolio com-

panies. Smaller deals require as much oversight as larger ones, forcing CDVC providers to hire more staff than a

comparably sized traditional venture capital fund.The need to provide technical assistance also requires additional

staff, further increasing CDVC funds’ costs of operations.

Investment Commitees' Composition
(equity-focused funds)
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Because CDVC providers have high-

er operating costs and smaller fund

sizes than traditional venture capital

funds, looking at CDVC operating

expenses as a percentage of total

capital is not an effective way to 

evaluate operating efficiency. Many

CDVC providers also receive operat-

ing subsidies from their parent or

partner nonprofit organizations, a

fact that further complicates any

comparisons of operating costs as a

percentage of total capital.

Staff Composition and

Compensation

The typical CDVC fund staff con-

sists of both a senior and a junior-

fund manager. Senior managers gen-

erally are responsible for fundrais-

ing as well as some due diligence.

Most senior fund managers are also

involved post-investment, with over-

sight and the provision of technical

assistance to their portfolio compa-

nies.The typical senior fund manag-

er has at least ten years of tradi-

tional or developmental finance

experience. However, only 14 per-

cent of the senior fund managers

running equity-focused funds had

any direct venture capital experi-

ence prior to assuming their cur-

rent positions.

Junior fund managers are respon-

sible for due diligence, deal over-

sight and the provision of technical

assistance. Junior fund managers are

likely to have an MBA or another

advanced degree, and two to five

years of traditional or developmen-

tal finance experience.

CDVC fund managers are compen-

sated at a lower level than their tra-

ditional venture capital counter-

parts.Traditional venture capital

funds structure their managers’

salaries to consist of a base salary

and a much larger bonus paid out

of carried interest.16

Management base salaries are in the

hundreds of thousands of dollars,

and carried interest in a successful

fund will usually be in the millions

of dollars. In this way, the funds are

able to attract experienced and

proven talent, in an industry where

the talent pool is relatively small.

In contrast, the salary range for

senior CDVC fund managers is

$50,000 to $350,000, with a mean

salary of $122,000 and a median

salary of $95,000. Junior CDVC

fund managers earn between

$50,000 and $125,000, with a mean

salary of $78,000 and a median

salary of $75,000.

Fifty percent of all CDVC funds offer

a performance incentive of either a

bonus or carried interest.Twenty-

nine percent of all CDVC funds pro-

vide fund managers with a bonus,

based on individual and fund perfor-

mance.The bonuses range from 8 to

30 percent of salary.Twenty-one per-

cent of all funds offer a carried inter-

est of 10 to 25 percent of net fund

profits.To date, only one fund has

distributed any carried interest pay-

ments.An additional 29 percent of

CDVC funds are considering adding

such incentives.

Community development venture

capital providers face a number of

obstacles that prevent them from

offering salaries comparable to

those received by traditional 

venture capital fund managers. First,

many CDVCs have nonprofit legal

structures, or are for-profit sub-

sidiaries of nonprofit organizations.

The pay levels of nonprofit organi-

zations are generally lower than

those in the for-profit sector. Even

the purely for-profit CDVC funds

are limited by their relatively low

levels of capitalization, which trans-

late into fewer dollars available for

salaries. CDVC compensation is

also constrained by the fact that

CDVC profits are lower and oper-

ating expenses are higher than

those faced by traditional venture

capital funds.

FUND STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE

Equity-Focused
Funds Offering 

Incentive Compensation
(by type of incentive)

Bonus
29%

None
50%

Carried
Interest

21%
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E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

The

Development

Corporation

of Austin,

KHIC and

Northeast

Ventures

together

have 

created

over 4,000

jobs, at an

average

cost of less

than $10,000 

per job.

Any attempt to measure the exact social and financial performance of

domestic community development venture capital providers is limited by

the relative youth of the industry. Most CDVC funds are less than 5

years old and have exited only a small portion of their investments. Only

4 of the equity-focused funds in existence through December 31, 1999,

were created 10 or more years ago: Development Corporation of Austin,

in Austin, Minnesota; Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation; The

Massachusetts Community Development Finance Corporation; and

Northeast Ventures in Duluth, Minnesota.

Of these four funds, only Northeast Ventures is a freestanding fund

that has not received an ongoing operating subsidy. The overwhelming

majority of Northeast Ventures’ investments, however, have been in

early-stage companies, which extends the average investment holding time

for the fund. As of the end of 1999, Northeast Ventures had exited

from approximately half of its portfolio companies, and was still holding

the majority of its most financially promising investments. As a result,

an evaluation of the financial performance of Northeast Ventures is

still premature. The three remaining funds have received ongoing operat-

ing subsidies from their parent entities, making it difficult to estimate

their true overhead expenses. They have also used a combination of debt

and equity investments that is often difficult to disaggregate.

Despite the difficulty in evaluating CDVC funds financially, the older

funds do provide some indication of the industry’s social impact. The

Development Corporation of Austin, Kentucky Highlands and Northeast

Ventures together have created more than 4,000 jobs, at an average

cost of less than $10,000 per job.17 This compares very well to the

average cost of $35,000 per job created by Small Business Investment

Companies (SBICs).18 These figures are even More impressive in light of

the fact that the jobs created were primarily in manufacturing, with 

livable wages and benefits, and located in economically depressed, 

rural regions.

V. SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
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Industry Description and

Capitalization 

Established in the early 1990s,

SEAF is a Washington D.C.-based

nonprofit, with 10 international

funds located in Eastern Europe,

the Baltic States and Latin

America.The oldest of the funds,

CARESBAC Polska and North

Fund Poland, were established in

March of 1992.The newest fund,

Fondo Capital Activo of Bolivia,

was set up in January 2000. SEAF

is also looking to establish addi-

tional funds in Central and

Eastern Europe, the Balkans and

Poland, as well as new funds in

Haiti and Southeast Asia.

The Crocus Investment Fund, a

labor-sponsored fund, invests in

the Canadian province of

Manitoba.The fund was estab-

lished in 1992 by the Manitoba

Federation of Labor, with the sup-

port of the business community

and the Canadian federal and

provincial governments. It was

designed in response to capital

flight from Manitoba, with a pri-

mary objective of keeping capital

in the province and using it to

create jobs in small and medium-

sized businesses.

Given the limited nature of

research to date, it is difficult to

accurately estimate the total size

of the international CDVC

industry.

At the end of 1999, the 11 inter-

national member funds of

CDVCA had a total capitalization

of approximately $226 million:

SEAF’s 10 funds were capitalized

with almost $81 million, while

Crocus had approximately $145

million in assets.

The 10 SEAF funds were capital-

ized primarily by international

development organizations, such

as the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development

(EBRD), the US Agency for

International Development

(USAID), and the Inter-American

Development Bank (IADB).

Individual funds also received sup-

port from local government and

nonprofit sources. For example,

approximately half of the $7.9 mil-

lion dollar capitalization for the

Peruvian fund came from the

IADB, with the rest supplied by

Dutch and Peruvian governmental

organizations, SEAF, and a Peruvian

nonprofit.

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

VI. INTERNATIONAL CDVC FUNDS

The ten 

SEAF funds 

were

capitalized

primarily 

by 

international 

development

organizations.

This report focuses only on those international funds that belong to

CDVCA as of december 31, 1999: the 10 members of the Small Enterprise

Assistance Funds (SEAF) and the Crocus Investment Fund of Winnipeg,

Canada. Research on international community development venture funds

is in a very early stage, and future publications will include a broader

range of information on more funds. 

SEAF
 Capitalization

Caresbac, 
Poland
$14.9M

Other

Macedonia
$13M

Baltics
$10.7M

Bulgaria
$10M

Bolivia
$8.6M Peru

$7.9M

Nizhny Novgorod, Russia $5.1M
St. Petersburg, Russia $4M

Croatia $4M
North Fund, Poland $2.5M
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The Crocus fund was capitalized via

the sale of shares to the Canadian

public, and the resulting mutual

funds are traded on the Canadian

stock exchange. In addition to its

individual shareholders, Crocus has

also received capital from institu-

tional investors, including the

Manitoba Federation of Labor and

the Canadian federal and provincial

governments. Shareholders receive

not only the financial returns from

the fund, but also federal and

provincial tax credits equal to 30

percent of their investment. The

investment can also be made within

the individual’s tax deductible

Registered Retirement Savings Plan,

which is comparable to a US

Individual Retirement Account

(IRA).

Investments

As of the end of 1999, SEAF funds

had invested over $36 million in

124 companies, while Crocus had

invested over $76 million in 48

companies. The SEAF portfolio is

heavily weighted towards agribusi-

ness, which accounts for 37 percent

of all investments, and manufactur-

ing, which makes up an additional 20

percent.The remaining 43 per-

cent is made up of publish-

ing (10 percent), whole-

sale/retail (10 per-

cent), wood prod-

ucts (8 percent),

apparel (7 per-

cent), services (3

percent), construc-

tion (3 percent) and

telecommunications-

information technology (2

percent).19

The Crocus portfolio is also diver-

sified across many sectors. Services

account for the largest portion of

the investments (40 percent), close-

ly followed by manufacturing (33

percent).The fund also invests in

the entertainment industry (9 per-

cent), retail (6 percent), agriculture

(6 percent) and research and devel-

opment (6 percent).

SEAF investments are made up of

approximately 65 percent equity

and 35 percent debt.The debt is

primarily subordinated, but convert-

ible debt is also used by the funds.

SEAF investments have

ranged in size from $6,000

to $736,000 per company,

with an average investment

of $293,000. Crocus

investments have ranged in

size from $200,000 to $8.5

million, with an average

investment of $1.8 million

and a median investment

of $990,000.

Fund Structure and Practice

SEAF controls eight of its ten funds:

it is a majority-voting shareholder in

four, manages three funds for the

European Bank of Reconstruction

and Development, and manages one

independent fund. SEAF is also a

non-controlling minority sharehold-

er in two other funds. Seven of the

eight funds controlled by SEAF are

structured as for-profits.Three of

these seven for-profit funds are

joint stock companies, comparable

to a United States C Corporation.

The remaining four for-profit funds

are Limited Liability Companies

(LLCs), or are in the process of

becoming LLCs.

SEAF funds are managed on-site, by

a combination of US and home-

country staffs.These staffs perform

due diligence and provide their

portfolio companies with post-

investment technical assistance.

Most of the fund managers have

MBAs and finance experience.The

average fund manager’s annual

salary is approximately $80,000.

SEAF Portfolio by Sector

Infrequent 
Equity

Providers
30%

Infrequent 
Equity

Providers
40%

Funds in 
Formation

30%
Publishing10%

Agribusiness
37%

Manufacturing 
20%

Wholesale/
Retail 10%

Wood Products 8%

Apparel 
7%

Construction 3%
Services 3%

Telecomm./Info Tech. 2% Other

VI. INTERNATIONAL CDVC FUNDS

CROCUS Portfoilo 
by Sector

Entertainment 9%
Retail 6%
Low-Tech 
Manufacturing 6%
Agriculture 6%
Tech R&D 6%Service 40%

Non-Tech
Manufacturing

15%

High-Tech
Manufacturing
12%
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Some of the funds also have an

employee bonus pool that is admin-

istered at the local level.

Crocus is structured as a Labor-

Sponsored Venture Capital

Corporation. Its investments are

managed by an in-house team of

investment analysts, with finance

degrees and extensive experience

in the investment industry.The fund

also has an investment advisory

committee, comprised of communi-

ty members with diverse profes-

sional backgrounds.

Social Screens

Crocus is one of five Canadian

labor-sponsored investment funds

(LSIFs) that have signed a declara-

tion of principles and formed the

LSIF Alliance.The Alliance’s princi-

ples include: a commitment to job

retention and creation, and regional

economic development; the use of a

social audit in the areas of health

and safety, environment and

employment practices (the audit is

performed during the investment

analysis of potential portfolio com-

panies); and a focus on improving

labor-management relations in port-

folio companies.20 Crocus encour-

ages all its portfolio company own-

ers to expand ownership to their

employees and to enable their

employees to participate in corpo-

rate governance and management.

SEAF does not utilize any social

screens beyond the geographic

location of its portfolio companies.

(1) Except where noted, the domestic fund-level information in this report is as of
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Development Finance Corporation.
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DOMESTIC CDVC PROVIDERS
ACENet Ventures Inc. Athens, OH
Alaska Growth Capital BIDCO, Inc. Anchorage,AK
Alternatives Federal Credit Union Ithaca, NY
Appalachian Corridor 
Technology Fund Oak Ridge,TN
Appalachian Ohio Fund Cincinnati, OH
Arkansas Enterprise Group Arkadelphia,AR
Boston Community Venture Fund Boston, MA
California Coastal Rural 
Development Corporation Salinas, CA
California Economic 
Development Lending Initiative Oakland, CA
Capital to People Program - 
Murex Investments Philadelphia, PA
Cascadia Rural Development 
Investment Fund Seattle,WA
Coastal Ventures Limited 
Partnership Portland, ME
Community Action 
Committee of Pike County Piketon, OH
Community Development 
Ventures Baltimore, MD
Community Loan Fund of 
Southwestern Pennsylvania Pittsburgh, PA
Dakota Renaissance 
Venture Corporation Fargo, ND
Development Corporation 
of Austin Austin, MN
DVCRF Ventures Philadelphia, PA
Enterprise Corporation 
of the Delta Jackson, MS
Impact Seven Almena,WI
Intrust Venture Partners 
of Delaware Wilmington, DE
Kentucky Highlands Investment 
Corporation London, KY
Landmark Growth Capital 
Partners Fund Duquesne, PA
MACED Strategic Capital Fund Berea, KY
Massachusetts Community 
Development Finance Corporation 
Venture Capital Fund Boston, MA
Millennium Fund, LLC Seattle,WA
Minnesota Investment 
Network Corporation St. Paul, MN
Natural Capital Investment 
Fund of West Virginia Shepardstown,WV
New Hampshire Community 
Loan Fund Concord, NH

New York City Investment Fund New York, NY
New York Community 
Investment Company, LLC New York, NY
North Texas Opportunity Fund Dallas,TX
Northeast South Dakota 
Economic Corporation Sisseton, SD
Northeast Ventures Corporation Duluth, MN
Northern Community 
Investment Corporation St. Johnsbury,VT
Northern Economic 
Initiative Corporation Marquette, MI
Ouachita Enterprise Community Monroe, LA 
People Inc. of Southwestern Virginia Abingdon,VA
Restoration Capital Fund, Inc. New York, NY
Rural Development & 
Finance Corporation San Antonio,TX
Shorebank BIDCO Marquette, MI
Shorebank Cleveland Seed Fund Cleveland, OH
Shorebank Enterprise Pacific Ilwaco,WA
Shorebridge Cleveland Cleveland, OH
Silicon Valley Community Ventures San Francisco, CA
Sustainable Jobs Fund, LP Durham, NC
Vermont Community Loan Fund Montpelier,VT
Virgin Islands Capital Resources, Inc. Philadelphia, PA

MINORITY ENTREPRENEUR FUNDS
African-American Venture 
Capital Fund LLC Louisville, KY
Milestone Growth Fund, Inc. Minneapolis, MN

BANK CDVC PROVIDERS
Fleet Development Ventures Boston, MA
Key Bank Community 
Development Corporation Cleveland, OH

INTERNATIONAL CDVC PROVIDERS
Crocus Investment Fund Winnipeg, Canada
SEAF-Baltics Small Equity Fund Vilnius, Lithuania
SEAF-CARESBAC/Bulgaria Sofia, Bulgaria
SEAF-CARESBAC/Polska Warsaw, Poland
SEAF-SEEF/St. Petersburg St. Petersburg, Russia
SEAF-Croatia Zagreb, Croatia
SEAF-Fondo Capital Activo de Bolivia La Paz, Bolivia
SEAF-Fondo de Asistencia a 
la Pequena Empresa Lima, Peru
SEAF-Macedonia Skopje, Macedonia
SEAF-SEEF/Nizhny Novgorod Nizhny Novgorod,

Russia
SEAF-North Fund Olsztyn, Poland


